The Window Style Bible: Over 500 Inspirational Ideas For Curtains, Blinds, Fabrics And Accessories
Synopsis

Interest in sewing is on the rise - Home Sewing Association estimates the number of Americans who sew increased from 30 million to 35 million between 2000 and 2006. Feed your frugal-mind and gadget-guided interests with the advice in this idea book. Whether the style is contemporary or retro, the focus on curtains, blinds, or drapes, and the budget big or small, you’re sure to find a style that suits you in the 500 ideas of The Window Style Bible. An extensive introduction starts things off right with a history of curtains, blinds, and drapes, and how to consider the style that’s right for any room, window, and budget. Organized into contemporary, classic, dramatic, romantic, country, retro, global and children’s room each chapter contains detailed color photos and illustrations, with variations, suitable fabrics and accessories for various projects.
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